Mode assignment for magnetic excitations associated with Co$^{2+}$ impurities in antiferromagnetic FeF$_2$
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We have performed far-infrared (FIR) absorption and Raman-scattering measurements on the Co-FeF$_2$ system for Co concentrations 0.05 $\leq x \leq$ 5%, in magnetic fields 0 $\leq H \leq$ 30 kG applied parallel to the crystal c axis. In addition to a careful study of the $H$ dependence of the previously reported impurity associated mode at 85 cm$^{-1}$, we have observed an impurity-induced shift in the host two-magnon FIR absorption, and an impurity-pair excitation in Raman scattering at a frequency of 223 cm$^{-1}$. Taken together, these results are shown to be inconsistent with the previous interpretation of the 85 cm$^{-1}$ mode as being localized on the impurity spin (i.e., an $s_0$ mode). Instead, from a mean-field cluster model, we show that the new observations are only consistent with an assignment of the original resonance to be that of a shell mode ($s_1$). All of the data agrees with this assignment within the framework of the impurity Green's-function theory as well. The 85 cm$^{-1}$ resonance is, to our knowledge, the first $s_1$ impurity mode to have been observed, a not surprising result when one considers the rather stringent conditions on localization of an $s_1$ mode contained in Tonegawa's Green's-function theory.

INTRODUCTION

Impurity associated magnetic modes in antiferromagnets have been extensively studied using magnetic resonance, Raman-scattering, or neutron-scattering techniques. The types of modes so studied are gap modes (i.e., modes whose energy is below the single magnon energy of the host), local modes (modes whose energy is above the top of the host spin-wave band), and pair excitations (modes made up of two different excitations localized on the same impurity site). In general, these excitations lie in the far-infrared (FIR) region (50–300 cm$^{-1}$) because of the large effective field acting on the impurity from the exchange coupling to its neighbors. An example of a gap mode is Mn:FeF$_2$. An example of a local mode is Co:MnF$_2$. Finally, pair excitations have been observed in Co:MnF$_2$.

Recently, we have discovered a local mode associated with V impurities in FeF$_2$. From the field dependence of the linewidth and energy we have been able to identify it unambiguously as the V $s_0$ mode. Also, from the change in the linewidth of the downgoing branch of the mode as a function of applied field, we have been able to locate the non-$s$ symmetric shell modes localized on the neighboring Fe spins. This was possible because the V $s_0$ mode did not interact strongly with the host magnons, and passed through the host band without losing its identity. The only change observed in the mode was an increase in its lifetime (and decrease in its lifetime) due to degeneracy with other magnetic modes of the system.

In comparing our results on the V:FeF$_2$ $s_0$ mode with an earlier study of an FIR-active mode in Co:FeF$_2$, we noticed a number of striking differences in the field dependence of the two modes. The two most striking being the $g$ value of the mode, and the degree of interaction of the mode with the host magnetic modes. The earlier study identified the observed mode as the $s_0$ impurity mode. This prompted us to reexamine the Co:FeF$_2$ problem from both an experimental and theoretical point of view. The experimental work involves FIR absorption and Raman scattering, and the theoretical work employs mean-field theory and impurity Green's-function techniques. Since the conclusion we have come to is that the Co resonance above the band at 85 cm$^{-1}$ is an $s_1$ and not an $s_0$ mode, as was originally thought to be the case, it is necessary to review the theory so as to provide the necessary nomenclature to describe the experimental results and the underlying rationale which makes this new identification so compelling.

THEORY

Host: FeF$_2$ is a two-sublattice antiferromagnet with the rutile structure. The collinear antiparallel ordering below the Néel temperature ($T_N = 78.2$ K) along the crystal c axis is shown in Fig. 1. The magnetic structure is body-centered tetragonal, with each spin having two nearest neighbors (NN) along the c axis, eight next-nearest neighbors (NNN) at the body corners, and four third-nearest neighbors (3NN) along the x and y axes.

The magnetic part of the Hamiltonian can be expressed

$$H = -\sum_{i>j} J_{ij} S_i \cdot S_j + \sum_i D_i (S_i^z)^2 + \mu_B H_0 \sum_i g_i S_i,$$

where $J_{ij}$ is the Heisenberg exchange interaction between spins at sites $i$ and $j$, and $D$ is the single ion anisotropy. For FeF$_2$, the dominant exchange interaction $J_z$ is between next-nearest neighbors (NNN) on opposite sublattices. However, the best fit to the neutron inelastic scattering requires the consideration of three exchange interactions, $J_1$, $J_2$, and $J_3$, where the subscript $i$ denotes...
FIG. 1. Rutile crystal structure. Small circles are F\textsuperscript{-} ions, and large circles are transition-metal ions. Spin alignment at low temperature is also shown.

the \( i \)th nearest neighbor.\textsuperscript{9} Because \( D < 0 \), the spins align along the easy \((c)\) axis. The Zeeman term describes the interaction of the spins with an external magnetic field \( H_0 \).

Using well known spin operator second quantization techniques one can transform Eq. (1) into a spin-wave Hamiltonian whose low-lying collective excitations are characterized by a change in the total spin of the crystal of ±1. The magnon dispersion relation can be calculated by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian using the usual transformations to Bose creation and annihilation operators.\textsuperscript{10} In FeF\textsubscript{2}, dispersion has been measured with inelastic neutron scattering,\textsuperscript{11} and the values of \( J_1, J_2, \) and \( J_3 \), and \( D \) determined by fitting the theoretical dispersion relation to the data. The energy of the gap at \( k = 0 \) is best determined from antiferromagnetic resonance to be 52.4 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. The energies of the magnons at the zone boundary are directly related to the values of \( J_1, J_2, J_3 \), which are \( J_1 = 0.024 \pm 0.03 \) cm\textsuperscript{-1}, \( J_2 = -1.82 \pm 0.05 \) cm\textsuperscript{-1}, \( J_3 = -0.097 \pm 0.03 \) cm\textsuperscript{-1}, and \( D = -6.46 \pm 0.15 \) cm\textsuperscript{-1}.\textsuperscript{9} Because \( J_1 \) and \( J_3 \) are much smaller than \( J_2 \), there is only a slight anisotropy in the magnon energies at the different symmetry points on the Brillouin-zone boundary and to structure in the magnon density of states \( N(E) \). For what follows the most important feature is that the magnon energy along \((001)\) is 79.1 cm\textsuperscript{-1} at the top of the band. In the presence of an applied magnetic field, the magnon band splits into two branches, one whose energy increases with increasing field (upgoing) and one whose energy decreases (downgoing).

Experimentally, two aspects of the host magnon FIR absorption spectrum are observed. The first of these is antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR), the resonance excitation of the \( k = 0 \) magnon which has been extensively studied, and is well understood.\textsuperscript{5,12} The second is the two-magnon absorption band which occurs as a result of one photon being absorbed, and two magnons of equal energy and opposite wave vector being created. Because magnons from different parts of the Brillouin zone contribute differently to the two-magnon absorption, it has a rather complicated structure. The mechanism for the two-magnon absorption involves creation of two magnons on adjacent sites in the crystal via the excitation of a virtual electronic state. One feature of the two-magnon absorption which will be important for our purposes later on is the field independence of its energy. Because adjacent Fe sites are on opposite sublattices, the energy of one of the created magnons increases in an applied field by the same amount the energy of the second magnon decreases.

Impurity: When an impurity spin is substituted for a host spin, the spectrum of magnetic excitations changes. In particular, the presence of the impurity breaks the translational symmetry of the crystal, and new modes arise which are associated with the presence of the impurity. The energies and spatial distribution of the impurity associated modes are dependent on the spin and single-ion anisotropy of the impurity, and the exchange interaction between the impurity and the host. Only if the energies lie outside (either above or below) the band of host excitations will the modes be spatially localized on or around the impurity—a necessary though not sufficient condition.

There are several levels of approximations which can be used to calculate the energies of impurity associated modes. The simplest of these is to treat the cluster of the impurity and its exchange coupled host spins in the mean-field approximation. This model assumes that the impurity concentration is low enough that impurities do not interact with each other. In this approximation, each spin precesses in the effective field created by the surrounding spins. In the case of the impurity spin, we may write the effective Hamiltonian as

\[
H = -2J_1 \sum_{\gamma} S_{\mu\gamma} S_{\nu\gamma} - 2J_2 \sum_{\delta} S_{\mu\delta} S_{\nu\delta} + D'(S_{\mu\delta})^2 - g \mu_B H_0 S_{\mu},
\]

where the first sum is over nearest neighbors \( \gamma \) coupled to the impurity via \( J_1 \), and the second sum is over next nearest neighbors \( \delta \) coupled to the impurity via \( J_2 \). Also included are the anisotropy and Zeeman terms for the impurity. With the impurities randomly distributed throughout the crystal, there will be equal numbers on both sublattices. Hence, the impurity associated modes will split into two branches in a field \( H_0 \) parallel to the \( c \) axis of the crystal in the same way as do the host modes. For the excitation localized on the impurity, its energy will vary with \( H_0 \) with the \( g \) value of the impurity, rather than with that of the host. A Hamiltonian for the cluster of the host spins which are exchange coupled to an impurity will yield a different mode and will have its energy change with the host \( g \) value as \( H_0 \) is varied.

If the temperature \( T << T_K \), the spin operators may be replaced by their ground-state expectation values, which, in the Neel state, are just the magnitudes of the spins. There are then two modes associated with the presence of the impurity. The first of these modes is localized on the impurity itself. This is the mode which is usually observed experimentally, and it is referred to as the \( s_0 \) mode. The energy of this mode can be determined by assuming that the \( z \) component of the impurity spin decreases by 1, and ignoring the effect of transverse-spin components. The energy of the \( s_0 \) mode is then given by

\[
E_{s_0} = -2zJ_1S - 2zJ_2S + (2S' - 1)D' \pm g \mu_B H_0,
\]

where the plus sign is chosen if the impurity spin is up, and the minus sign if it is down.
where \( z_1 \) is the number of nearest neighbors and \( z_2 \) is the number of next-nearest neighbors (two and eight, respectively for FeF\(_2\)). We have included in the expression for the energy two host-impurity exchange interactions. For some impurities, however, only one interaction is required.

Because a host spin which has an impurity as a neighbor feels a different effective field than a host spin which has all host neighbors, there is also a second mode which is localized on the neighbors to an impurity. If a single host-impurity exchange between NNN is assumed, the mode will be localized on NNN to an impurity. This mode is referred to as the shell mode, and its energy is given by

\[
E_{\text{shell}} = E_{ZB} + 2J_z S - 2J'_z S' \pm g \mu_B H_0 ,
\]

where \( E_{ZB} \) is the \( H_0 = 0 \) energy of a host zone-boundary magnon and is given by

\[
E_{ZB} = -2z_1 J S - 2z_2 J_z S + D(S_z)^2 .
\]

Note again that the energies of the \( s_0 \) and shell modes have different field dependence, with the \( s_0 \) mode having the \( g \) value of the impurity, and the shell mode having the \( g \) value of the host. If there is an appreciable difference in the two \( g \) values, this fact can be used to determine which spins are involved in a particular excitation. Note also that the shell-mode energy is close to the energy of zone-boundary host magnons, with the difference determined by the difference between host-host and host-impurity exchange.

Because the far-infrared (FIR) driving field is spatially uniform, only individual modes of uniform \( s \) symmetry can be observed experimentally. However, pair excitations with particular symmetries can also be observed. The pair excitations involve the simultaneous creation of an \( s_0 \) mode and a shell mode at the same impurity site by a single photon. The process involved in these excitations is similar to that associated with the host two-magnon absorption in that they proceed via a virtual electronic state. The pair excitations can be observed both in Raman scattering and in FIR absorption. In FIR absorption, a component of the electric field of the incident light must be parallel to the \( c \) axis. We can determine the energy of these excitations by assuming that an \( s_0 \) mode is excited on the impurity, and that a shell mode is then excited on the neighboring spins. The host spins would see a smaller effective field due to the impurity because the impurity spin has decreased by 1. The energy of the pair excitation is then given by

\[
E_{\text{pair}} = -2z_1 J'_1 S - 2z_2 J'_2 S + (2S' - 1)D' + E_{ZB} + 2J_z S - 2J'_2 S' (S' - 1) \pm (g - g') \mu_B H_0 .
\]

While the mean-field cluster approximation gives a good intuitive picture of impurity associated modes, it has some shortcomings. First, this approximation only predicts two (impurity and shell) impurity associated modes whereas from the number of spins in the cluster of \( z + 1 \) (1 impurity and \( z \) neighbors) ions one should expect \( z + 1 \) modes. Also, this approximation is rather crude, and is usually only accurate to within 10%. The accuracy becomes even worse as the impurity mode energies approach the energies of the host modes. If accurate predictions are to be made, one must resort to more elaborate methods of calculation.

Much more accurate predictions may be obtained by using the method of impurity Green’s functions. This method has been used previously to predict the properties of substitutionally doped antiferromagnets. The pure crystal Green’s functions are first calculated by decoupling the equations of motion in the random-phase approximation. This reduces the Green’s functions to two-spin correlation functions by removing higher-order terms associated with longitudinal spin correlations. The impurity Green’s functions are then obtained from the pure crystal Green’s functions by assuming that the impurity produces a spatially localized potential. The problem is then reduced to the solution of a secular determinant. For a single host-impurity exchange interaction \( J'_2 \), this determinant is \( (z + 1) \times (z + 1) = 9 \times 9 \). The problem is further simplified by introducing a unitary transformation which block diagonalizes the matrix. The blocks then transform according to various irreducible representations of the impurity point group, and the modes are classified by these representations. For the system under consideration, there are a total of nine impurity associated modes, only two of which are of \( s \) symmetry; an \( s_0 \) mode localized on the impurity, and an \( s_1 \) mode which is localized on the next-nearest neighbors to the impurity. The remainder, all non-\( s \) modes, are also localized on the neighbors to the impurity. There are three modes of \( p \) symmetry, three of \( d \) symmetry, and one of \( f \) symmetry. It should be noted again that the energies of all the shell modes are close to the top of the host magnon band, with the energy separation determined by the difference in the host-host and host-impurity exchange interaction. The different modes can be pictured semiclassically as precessing spins. The two \( s \)-symmetry modes can then be thought of as either the impurity or its eight nearest neighbors precessing in phase. These two modes are shown schematically in Fig. 2.

The impurity Green’s-functions technique is particularly useful in establishing the conditions for localization of the various symmetry shell modes as a function of impurity and host parameters \( (S, S', J_2, J'_2, D, \text{and } D') \). Extensive calculations have been made by Tonegawa, and we directly use his results. Since only \( s \)-symmetry
modes may be observed in FIR absorption, we only consider the condition for localization of the $s_1$ shell mode. (The $s_0$ mode is assumed to be localized if its energy is outside of the host magnon band.) The condition for localization of the $s_1$ mode, i.e., for it to appear above the top of the host magnon band, is given by

$$\beta > \frac{1}{(1 + \delta + \beta' \delta')},$$

where

$$\beta = \frac{S'}{S}, \quad \delta = \frac{D}{z_2 J_2}, \quad \delta' = \frac{D'}{z_2 J_2}.$$  

Note that this condition does not depend on the size of the host-impurity exchange interaction.\(^{17}\)

Another result of Tonegawa's calculation is worth noting. If the anisotropy of both the host and impurity are ignored, then there is value of $\beta$ below which there will never be a localized $s_1$ mode, regardless of how large is the host-impurity exchange. This result seems at first glance to be somewhat strange, as the mean-field energy of the shell mode depends linearly on the host-impurity exchange. The interpretation of this result is that as the impurity spin gets smaller, or as the $s_1$ mode energy gets closer to the top of the host magnon band, the $s_1$ mode becomes more spatially delocalized, eventually becoming indistinguishable from the host modes. From these conditions, one would expect that a special combination of parameters would be required to observe a localized $s_1$ mode.

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

The first experiments performed on the Co:FeF\(_2\) system were the measurement of FIR absorption as a function of applied field at normal incidence with the incident light propagating along the $c$ axis of the crystal. This repeated the earlier measurements.\(^6\) Our measurements were made on a single-crystal sample with a nominal Co concentration of 0.05%. Absorption was measured in fields $0 < H < 30$ kG using a Bomem DA3.002 Michelson-type Fourier-transform spectrometer. Samples were cooled in a He bath cryostat, which also contained the superconducting solenoid, to $T = 6$ K. To improve signal-to-noise ratios, the method of field ratios was used. In this method, the ratio of spectra of different magnetic fields is taken, thereby eliminating any spectral features which do not change with an applied field. A typical ratio spectrum for this sample is shown in Fig. 3. This ratio spectrum is typical of a magnetic impurity mode. The absorption which points up is the mode at $H = 0$, while the two absorptions which point down are the two branches of the mode which has split in the applied field.

We observed a uniform impurity associated mode at an energy of 85.0 cm\(^{-1}\) at $H = 0$, which is $\sim 0.5$ cm\(^{-1}\) lower than the previously published result. There are two possible explanations for this discrepancy. The first is that there is some concentration dependence in the energy of the mode. The previous study was performed on samples which had a higher Co concentration (0.5–4 %) than the crystals we used. However, no concentration dependence of the mode energy was reported, and in the concentrations we studied (0.05–1 %), we also observed no concentration dependence in the energy. A more plausible explanation for the difference in the zero-field energies is that the frequency calibrations of the two spectrometers used were slightly different. This explanation would also account for a discrepancy in the location of the top of the FeF\(_2\) magnon band in the previous study. The proximity of the mode to the top of the FeF\(_2\) magnon was also intriguing in light of the earlier results on V:FeF\(_2\).

The dependence on applied field of the energy of both branches of the observed mode is shown in Fig. 4. The data from the previous study, along with the results of this study are shown. There are two things to note about the data. First, the energy of neither branch of the observed mode changes linearly with field. Second, the upgoing branch begins to exhibit linear behavior at high fields, but its $g$ value is very close to that of the host ($g_{obs} = 2.2, \ g_{FeF_2} = 2.22$). This value is very different from the $g$ values for Co\(_{2+}\) ions measured in similar octahedrally coordinated F\(^-\) environments [$g = 3.2$ for Co\(_{s_0}\) mode in MnF\(_2\),\(^{18}\) $g = 4.1$ for Co\(_{2+}\) electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) in ZnF\(_2\),\(^{19}\) $g = 4.24$ for Co\(_{2+}\) EPR in MgF\(_2\),\(^{20}\) and $g = 2.8$ for CoF\(_2\) AFMR (Ref. 21)]. The fact that the $g$ value of the mode is so close to that of the host and so different from that of the impurity suggests that the mode is localized on Fe spins rather than on the Co impurities. This would make it an $s_1$ shell mode rather than the usual $s_0$ impurity mode.

Further support of this conjecture is found in the strong interaction of the mode with the host zone-boundary magnons. The downgoing branch of the im-
purity mode actually exhibits anticrossing, increasing its energy with applied field at high fields. The interaction also affects the host magnons. This effect is visible in an induced field dependence of the FeF$_2$ two-magnon absorption. Recall that in pure FeF$_2$, the two-magnon absorption is independent of applied field. However, while looking for pair modes in a 45° geometry where both the wave vector of the incident light and the applied magnetic field were at 45° angle to the c axis, an “artifact” appeared in the ratio spectrum at an energy of $\sim 160$ cm$^{-1}$. A ratio spectrum showing this artifact is shown in Fig. 5(a). Note that this ratio spectrum does not look like the ratio spectrum of an impurity associated mode, as there are not two field-dependent branches. However, this is evidence that something is changing when a magnetic field is applied. Closer examination reveals that the energy of this “artifact” is on the high-energy side of the FeF$_2$ two-magnon absorption. Recall that the two-magnon absorption is caused by the creation of two magnons of equal and opposite wave vector by a single magnon. This effect is normally independent of any applied magnetic field, but the presence of Co impurities causes it to change. A transmittance spectrum showing the two-magnon absorption is shown in Fig. 5(b). Close examination revealed that the “artifact” observed in the ratio spectra was indeed caused by a small change in the shape of the two-magnon absorption. This effect was observed at Co concentrations as low as 1%.

To further test the hypothesis that the observed mode was the $s_1$ mode, we first performed Raman-scattering experiments on the Co:FeF$_2$ system in an effort to observe impurity-pair excitations. These modes have been observed in similar systems using both Raman-scattering$^{22}$ and FIR absorption.$^2$ Incident light was provided by the 514 nm line of an Ar$^+$ ion laser, and the scattered light was detected with a double monochromator using a cooled, photon counting photomultiplier. The Raman spectrum of a sample with a nominal Co concentration of 0.5% was measured. The sample was cooled in a He bath cryostat to a temperature of 4.5 K, and frequency shifts between 40 and 500 cm$^{-1}$ were scanned.

Along with the phonon and magnon peaks which are usually observed in FeF$_2$, an additional peak was observed at a frequency shift of 223 cm$^{-1}$ which was not present in pure FeF$_2$. The Raman spectrum of this peak is shown in Fig. 6(a). Because there is a Raman-active

---

**Figures:**

**Fig. 4.** Frequency vs field for Co:FeF$_2$ mode. Previous work along with results of current study is shown. Top of FeF$_2$ magnon band and g value of upgoing branch are also shown.

**Fig. 5.** (a) Ratio spectrum of 3% Co:FeF$_2$ taken in 45° geometry. Spectra at $H = 0$ and $H = 30$ kG are used. Artifact is clearly visible. (b) Transmittance of 3% Co:FeF$_2$ taken in 45° geometry. Two-magnon absorption is visible, and energy of artifact in ratio spectrum is also indicated. Note that horizontal scale is different than in (a).
phonon in FeF$_2$ at 257 cm$^{-1}$, the possibility that the observed line was a vibrational impurity mode needed to be considered. One way of determining this would be to measure any shift of the line in an applied field. However, we were not able to apply a magnetic field in the Raman-scattering experiment, so we needed to find another method of determining if the observed line was magnetic or vibrational in nature. Fortunately, the Debye temperature in FeF$_2$ is quite high, and the phonons can still be observed at room temperature. The Néel temperature is much lower, however, and any magnetic excitations will have completely disappeared when the sample has reached temperatures around 50 K. The temperature dependence of the observed line should then reveal whether it is vibrational or magnetic in nature.

Raman spectra were measured for temperatures between 4.5 and 50 K. Both the impurity associated line and the Raman-active phonon at $\sim 260$ cm$^{-1}$ were monitored to observe any difference in the temperature dependence. The Raman spectrum of the impurity associated line at a temperature of 50 K is shown in Fig. 6(b). Note that at 50 K, the impurity line is barely visible, while no change was observed in the phonon at 257 cm$^{-1}$ over the same temperature range.

The temperature dependence of the Raman line leads us to conclude that it is magnetic in nature. The logical conclusion is that it is the impurity-pair excitation mentioned above. These excitations are caused by the simultaneous excitation of a local impurity mode and a shell mode by a single photon. Because Raman scattering proceeds without a change of parity, and the Co ground state is an odd parity state, both $s_0$-$p$ and $s_0$-$f$ modes should be visible. Because of the low resolution of the spectrometer, we only observed a single line. Attempts to observe both uniform impurity modes and pair excitations in FIR absorption were hindered by the presence of the FeF$_2$ reststrahl band, which extends upward from 155 cm$^{-1}$.

**DISCUSSION**

This observed shift in the two-magnon absorption is caused by the interaction of the downgoing branch of the observed impurity mode at 85 cm$^{-1}$ with top of the upgoing FeF$_2$ magnon band. This shift occurs in the following way: The impurity interacts strongly with the host magnons, exhibiting anticrossing effects. It is reasonable to assume that the host magnons behave similarly. Since the impurity mode only interacts with one host magnon branch, the two branches no longer change their energies by the same amount, and the two-magnon absorption is thereby affected.

This affect raises the question of how only 1% of the spins in the crystal can have such a large effect on the host modes. If the mode were an $s_0$ mode, one does not expect that this would happen, because the mode should be localized mainly on the impurity, even for mode energies close to the top of the host magnon band. Such localization has been observed in the V:FeF$_2$ system where the $s_0$ mode occurs at frequency of 83.0 cm$^{-1}$. We resolve this dilemma by concluding that there are more spins than just the impurity spins participating in the excitation. This can only be the case if the excitation is localized on host spins rather than on impurity spins. In fact, if the excitation were the $s_1$ shell mode, then there would be eight times as many spins participating in the excitation, and its spatial extent would be larger. This makes the observed effect on the host spins more plausible.

The energies of the $s_0$ and shell modes can be predicted from the pair mode energy using mean-field theory. Assuming a single host-impurity exchange interaction between NNN, and using $S'=2$, $S'=1.5$, $D=6.5$ cm$^{-1}$, and $D'=26.3$ cm$^{-1}$, we get a value of the host-impurity exchange of
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\[ J_{2Fe-Co} = -3.35 \text{ cm}^{-1}. \]

We then can calculate the energies of the \( s_0 \) and shell modes using this value. The energies are

\[ E_{s0} = 159.7 \text{ cm}^{-1} \text{ and } E_{\text{shell}} = 85.0 \text{ cm}^{-1}. \]

These numbers are in surprisingly good agreement with experiment. The proximity of the \( s_0 \) mode to the FeF\(_2\) reststrahl band makes observation difficult.

Finally, we turn to the localization conditions discussed earlier. We can apply these conditions to this system to determine if a localized \( s_1 \) mode is to be expected. If we use the parameters appropriate to Co:FeF\(_2\), namely \( D = 6.5 \text{ cm}^{-1}, D' = 26.3 \text{ cm}^{-1}, S' = 1.5, S = 2\), we find that

\[ \frac{1}{1 + \delta + \beta S'} = 0.357 < \beta = 0.75 \]

and a localized \( s_1 \) mode is indeed expected.

**CONCLUSION**

We have repeated the earlier study, and have performed additional experiments which form a detailed study of the Co:FeF\(_2\) system. We have determined that the previous interpretation was incorrect, and that the observed mode at 85 cm\(^{-1}\) is the \( s_1 \) shell mode rather than the \( s_0 \) impurity mode. Support for this conclusion is as follows: (a) The observed mode is very close in energy to the top of the FeF\(_2\) magnon band. This is not conclusive proof, but we know that shell modes are always close to the top of the host magnon band. (b) The \( g \) value of the mode is very close to that of the host, and very different from Co\(^{2+}\) in similar environments. (c) The observed mode interacts very strongly with host magnons, contrary to observed behavior of other \( s_0 \) modes (7). (d) The energy of the pair excitation is inconsistent with the observed mode being an \( s_0 \) mode. If the observed were an \( s_0 \) mode, one would estimate the pair excitation energy to be the sum of the energies of the top of the host magnon band and the \( s_0 \) mode (around 160 cm\(^{-1}\)). The presence of the pair mode at 223 cm\(^{-1}\) requires a much larger \( s_0 \) mode energy.

The previous interpretation was based on a calculation by Weber\(^{25}\) which determined impurity mode eigenvectors for a linear chain when the mode was located either above or below the host band. The calculation showed that at zero field, the spatial extent of the impurity mode was inversely proportional to the energy separation from the host band. As the spatial extent of the mode becomes larger, there are more host spins participating, and this reasoning was used to explain the observed \( g \) value of the mode.

However, when a magnetic field is present, Weber's arguments no longer apply. The mode will spread spatially only as it gets closer to the host band of the same polarization (e.g., a downgoing impurity mode gets closer to the downgoing host band). This can only happen under very special circumstances. When the impurity mode and the host band it is approaching are of opposite polarizations, more elaborate mechanisms for coupling must be invoked. The mechanism for decay of impurity modes into host modes of the opposite polarization has been studied theoretically,\(^{13}\) and proceeds via \( S_z \) nonconserving interactions. So, the arguments used to explain the previously observed behavior are not valid in this case.

The observed behavior is exactly what one would expect if the observed mode were an \( s_1 \) shell mode, however. First, the mode would be localized on host spins, so that the expected \( g \) value would be that of the host. Also, since the \( s_1 \) mode is similar to the modes at the zone boundary, one would expect it to interact strongly even with host modes of the opposite polarization. Finally, as the \( s_1 \) mode approaches the host band, it becomes more spread out spatially, and it becomes more like the host modes with which it is degenerate, so that its intensity should decrease, as is observed.\(^8\)

While the \( s_0 \) mode has not yet been observed in this system, its energy has been predicted to be \( \sim 160 \text{ cm}^{-1} \). This is very close in energy to the FeF\(_2\) reststrahl band, which makes observation of it difficult. Application of a high enough magnetic field might drive the downgoing branch below the reststrahl band. Also, the mode might be observed in reflectance measurements. Efforts are underway to observe this mode. An energy-level diagram for this system is shown in Fig. 7.
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17Tonegawa also calculated a more stringent condition which does depend on the strength of the exchange, but the calculation was done assuming only a single exchange interaction for both the host and the impurity, and as was stated above, three exchange interactions are needed to accurately model the host behavior, so that the more stringent condition is really only a first approximation.